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Scrutiny comments on examination of Modified Mining Plan with Progressive Mine Closure Plan in 
respect of KDK Proposed Limestone Mine ML-2 over an area of 632.0064 hectares villages- Kalsar, 
Dayal & Kotda, Taluka- Mahuva, District –Bhavnagar, Gujarat State submitted by Nominated Owner 
Sh. K.K. Maheshari for the Lessee M/s. UltraTech Cement Ltd. under rule 17(3) of MCR,2016 & 
23(B)(3) of MCDR 1988 for five year excavation proposal. 

 

1. Along with Mining Plan Progressive Mine Closure Plan is also submitted but the same has not been 
mentioned or furnished over cover page. 
 

2. Standard guidelines for preparation of this MMP may be followed in very precise manner. Headings, 
sub-headings, paras need to be differentiate in proper manner. Further, beginning of every new chapter 
may be started from new page.  

 

3. Various abbreviations like Rl, 0m, ob soil, Mrl, etc. used in whole text report appears to be incorrect 
and it is advisable that uniformity in expressing these units, symbols may be maintained very precisely. 

 

4. Reference of MCDR,1998 given in all the certificates, text report, annexure, etc. may be changed in 
view of recently notified MCDR,2017. 

 

5. All the supporting tables, figures, annexure furnished in the report are not properly numbered with 
appropriate nomenclature. 

 

6. The Cadastral Map (Khasra plan) with superimposed lease boundary & revenue details of Survey 
number duly authenticated by State Government authorities not submitted for verification of land 
occupancy. 

 

7. Projection marked outside the ML area shall not be considered for the approval of this document 
except the projections shown on Environmental plan. 

 

8. Photographs of some of the mining lease pillars indicating the details of co-ordinations, mRLs, etc may 
be given.   

 

9. Cover page-Name of the mineral, Lease period, period of excavation proposals, category of mines, etc. 
not furnished. Further, details of applicants also not given correctly. 
 

10. Introduction- Production proposals as per MDPA are not furnished, details of survey carried out by 
the lessee & its report for demarcation CRZ area is not enclosed. other ML/PL held by the lessee, etc. 
also not furnished. 

 

11. General : 
a. E-mail ID, Contact Nos, Fax Nos. etc. not furnished in respect Registered office. 
b. Position of the surface right area as on date in view of proposed excavation planning is not 

discussed. 
c. Updated list of Board of Directors may be given separately. 
d. Page-6, Name of the prospecting agency is incorrectly mentioned as Director, Industries & Mines. 

 

12. Chapter-2: Location and Accessibility 
 

a. Ownership/occupancy details of the land need to be reviewed especially with reference to the 
ownership of the land. 
 

b. Land schedule in respect total Mining lease area/land may be given in concise tabulated form 
covering the revenue, Gauchar land & Govt. waste land, etc. if any. 
 

c. Latitude & Longitude co-ordinates of Mining Lease boundary pillars have not been furnished in 
concise tabulated form.  
 

d. KML file of the lease is to be given in the soft copy while submitting final copies of MP. 
 

e. To substantiate the nonexistence of CRZ area within the said mining lease, some satellite/google 
imaginaries & other evidences may also be provided. 
 

13. Chapter-3: Details of approved Mining Plan/Scheme of Mining: 
 

Though this chapter is not applicable at present but still its individual item/paras/sub-paras may be 
given with its applicability/non-applicability. 
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14. Part A: Geology & Exploration: 
 

a. Future exploration proposals need to be given as per the rule 12(3) of MCDR,2017 with an objective 
of bringing entire mineralized area under G1 category. 

 

b. Page-11: Regional Litho Stratigraphic succession is not given in correct manner. Further, local 
Stratigraphic succession is also found incorrect. 
 

c. Different rock types as furnished under local Geology of the area are not supported with avg. 
analysis/quality report. Further, confirm the presence of sand dunes/calcareous sand in the area 
 

d. It may be clarified that whether any one BH drilled in the study area or not as per the CGM 
exploration.  
 

e. Page-15: It is stated that about 103 dug well found in the mining lease area but its location details, 
respective survey nos. where it is falling, its proper well logs, etc. are not furnished at all.  
 

f. Page-16: Incorrect narration has been given about carrying out GPS survey as per the CCoM 
Circular 2010. The same may be reviewed. 
 

g. Future programme for exploration is not given in systematic manner and in line with UNFC 
guidelines. Justification may be given for proposing the future exploration in grid interval of 
100x100m. 
 

h. Reserves & Resources estimation carried out in previous approved MP and what parameters were 
considered for that are not discussed in the chapter. 

 

i. Parameters considered for categorization of R&R under different geological axis, basis for awarding 
final UNFC codes, etc. are not given correctly & not supporting with ground reality. 

 

j. Reserves & Resources estimation not given systematic manner. Basic parameter considered for 
reassessment of R&R not discussed in chronological order as per the guidelines. 

 

k. Page-19: Summarised detailed calculation for 176 million tonnes of resources & Reserves of 
115289161 million tonnes, details calculation of blocked reserves, etc. are not addressed at all in the 
chapter. 
 

l. Depth of limestone considered for reserves estimation for all the blocks based on the dug well 
available in the area. But, litho-logs of whole dug wells are not enclosed in correct manner. 
 

m. Justification under UNFC classification/codification not given in proper manner. All the three axis, 
its viability with respect to ground reality are not addressed at all.  
 

n. Reserves & resources estimation furnished in the Table No-A1.2 are not given in correct manner and 
same may be reviewed.  

 

o. Probable mineral reserves estimated as 121.76 million tonnes merely based on the some dug well 
encountered in ML areas appears to be unjustified and need to be reviewed. Correct & justified 
computation of R&R may be thought of in light of limited exploration evidences.  
 

p. Feasibility report is not prepared as per the guidelines as most of important aspects like proper 
justification for awarding UNFC codes not discussed,  
 

 

15. Mining:  
a. Guidelines including headings, sub-headings, etc. not followed in true spirit. Some of formats 

/tables are also mismatching with the same given in guidelines. 
 

b. Page-21: In proposed method of mining, it is mentioned that top soil will be backfilled to the pit at 
ultimate stage. The same may be reviewed in view limited source top soil and its given proposals for 
plantation & other use at the same time. 
 

c. Total surface rights as on date with respect to proposed excavation planning for the 5 years plan 
period may be given suitably. 
 

d. The details of proposed production as per the MDPA is not discussed with respect to excavation for 
the 5-year plan period.   
 

e. ROM is proposed to be used in the other cement plant of lessee located at about 110km from the 
lease area. Necessary permissions/correspondences made with SG may be enclosed. Further, 
requirements of mining machineries may be given accordingly. 
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f. Year wise development & excavation planning is not given in correct manner as it not supported 
with extents of ROM excavation, mRL wise depth projections, total area to be excavated, etc. 
 

g. Page-24, In-situ Tentative excavation as shown in Table-2.1 is not given correctly as per the 
guidelines. Additional contents/information given in the table either may be justified otherwise 
same may be avoided.  
 

h. In whole mining chapter excavation proposals nowhere discussed light of safety barriers to be to be 
kept for public structure, roads, electric transmission line. Further, the area is in close vicinity of 
coastal area but ground water scenario not dealt in precise manner. 
 

i. Para-2(e): Not as per the guideline. Instead of discussing on Blasting, briefly the layout of mine 
working, pit road layout, layout of faces, sites for disposal of waste, etc may be given.  
 

j. Under the extents of mechanisation, the details mining machineries to be deployed and subsequent 
calculations given for actual requirements may be checked thoroughly and proper justification may 
be in this regard.   
 

k. Narration given on some of the aspects in conceptual mine planning need to review in view of 
ultimate working depth limit, generation of OB at conceptual stage, conceptual land use pattern, 
Justification for ultimate depth/UPL not given.  
 

16. Chapter 3: Mine Drainage 
a. Details on water table based on observations from nearby wells and water bodies have not been 

furnished in detailed manner. The water table may be given for individual well in tabulated manner.  
 

17. Chapter 4: Stacking of Mineral Rejects/Sub-grade Material & Disposal of Waste : 
a. The details of in-situ excavation of top soil as furnished in Table-3.1 may be reviewed in term figures 

given in blending column. 
 

18. Chapter 7: Use of Mineral 
a. The given details in the chapter are not as per the guidelines. The individual item wise 

details/justification may be given separately. Further, chemical & physical specification of limestone 
not given in detailed manner. 

 

b. The quality of marginal sub-grade furnished in term of TC & MC is not appropriate. The same may 
be furnished in term of CaO% contents. Further, requirement of sweetener limestone from 
outsource and its quantity per annum may be specified separately. 

 

c. Some flow diagram representation may be given in order to understand the whole process of ROM 
utilization in cement manufacturing process. 
 

19. Chapter 7: Processing of ROM and Mineral Rejects: 
b. The given details in the chapter are not as per the guidelines. The individual item wise 

details/justification may be given separately.  
 

d. Others: Under the employment potential requirement of technical and non-technical persons are 
not given in detailed manner as per the prescribed rules. 

 

20. Chapter: 8, PMCP 
a. Present and proposed land use pattern for 5-year plan period and for ultimate life of mine is not 

discussed at all in the chapter. 
 

b. Under the baseline information human settlement, public building, place of worship, monuments, 
any sanctuary, etc. not discussed/addressed. 

 

c. Summary of proposals for item No-8.3 including year wise proposals for environmental protectives 
measurements have not been furnished in details manner. Year wise proposal on afforestation, 
environmental monitoring expenditure to be incurred, fencing proposals, etc. are not given properly. 

 

d. As mining lease area lying in close vicinity of Coastal belt, hence, disaster Management and Risk 
Assessment may be given in detailed manner covering all important unseen/predicted aspects. 
  

e. The details/narration given under “Financial Assurance” appears to be incorrect. As this is fresh 
grant hence the amount of financial assurance shall be reviewed in light of recently notified 
MCDR,2017 on 27.02.17 & subsequent provisions may be given therein.  
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21. Plates 
a. Date of survey not marked on all the plans & sections 
b. Reference of scale relaxation letter issued may be given on all the plans & sections. 
c. Plate No-5 titled “Reserves Estimation Plan” is not as per the guidelines. Further, projections 

marked for R&R are incorrect. 
d. In most of the plans index is defective and various prominent features as marked on plan but not 

shown in index. 
  

22. Key Plan:  
Key plan is not submitted with all the information as required under Rule 32(5)(a) of MCDR, 2017  
a. Mining Lease boundary not shown in standard convention. 
b. Village boundary not marked & road as shown but not depicted in index. 
c. Wind rose diagram is not legible, proposed cement plant location not shown, certification marked 

is incorrect, etc. 
 

23. Surface plan: Surface plan is not submitted with all the information/prominent features as required 
under Rule 32(5)(a) of MCDR, 2017- 
a. Lat & long of the lease boundary pillars are not marked in tabulated form. 
b. Statutory barriers all along the HT, public road, etc. not provided.  
c. Colour conventions to mark ML boundary, lithology, Barren land, etc. are not correct. 
d. Land type indicating private & agriculture land not marked. 
e. ML boundary pillars not fixed with Ground control points & Index is defective. 
f. Actual existence of large number of dug well as marked throughout the plan may be ensured. 
g. Some old excavation working/pits if any may also be marked. 

 

24. Surface geological plan & Sections: Geological plan is not submitted with all the information as 
required under Rule 32(5)(b) of MCDR, 1988.     
a. Lithology of the plan are not marked correctly. Colour conventions not used properly. 
b. Year wise proposed BHs may be shown in same colour for more clarity. 
c. ML area falls within Reserves (121/122) & Resources (221/222) not marked. 
d. Strike, Dip of litho formation not marked. 
e. Actual existence of large number of dug well as marked throughout the plan may be ensured. 
f. Sections are incorrect as not given on suitable scale and completely not legible. Further, 

appropriate number of sections may be provided. 
 

25. Year wise working part plan  
a. Year wise proposal as marked mismatching with text report narration. 
b. The year wise plan is not depicting with proper approach to faces, year of excavation, ultimate 

depth of working, advancement direction, etc. Headings of working plans are also incorrectly 
mentioned on all the plans. 

c. Year wise development/excavation sections have not been provided without these plans are 
incomplete. 

d. Ultimate pit limits not marked, colour conventions used for marking various features are not 
correct, UNFC category of R&R not marked, etc. 

e. Year wise excavation proposals not marked correctly. Individual year wise proposed working may 
be shown separately & very prominently. 

f. Subsequent previous year of working along with proposed proposals may also be shown. 
 

26. Environment plan: The plan has not been prepared incorporating all details as per rule 32(5)(b) of 
MCDR’2017 like  
a. Land use pattern within 60Mts & 500Mts zone are not marked distinctly. 
b. Existing and proposed year wise plantation & other protective work are not marked 
c. Land use, contour value 60m beyond the proposed ML area has not been prepared and all the 

surface features including human settlement, etc. may be shown. 
d. Wind rose diagram, proposed cement plant location, monitoring stations, Pit wise water pumping 

station (sumps), etc. are not marked distinctly. 
 

27. Conceptual plan 
a. No provision for bench wise access to lower benches has been shown in all the proposed pits at 

conceptual stage.  
b. Environmental protective work like fencing at ultimate stage is not marked. 
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c. Conceptual and five year mining proposals should not be proposed within the distance from the 
public structures, Electric transmission line, Nallah, etc., as prescribed under MCR 1960 and 
Mines Act. 

d. The Conceptual sections are not provided without this plan is incomplete. 
e. Reclamation & rehabilitation area as marked need to be checked. 
 

28. Reclamation plan: Para 8.3: the details of progressive mine closure plan is not depicted distinctly on 
plan. The year wise fencing, year wise plantation, Environmental monitoring stations, garland drains, 
etc. have not been shown. Further, ML boundary also not shown in correct manner. 
 

29. Financial Area Assurance Plan: Not submitted/enclosed. The plan may be given by showing year wise 
area to be broken up, Standard table/projections indicating areas to be considered for FA may be 
shown on plan in tabulated manner. 
 

30. Annexure: 
a. Land schedule is not given correctly as the same not indicating the types of Govt. Land, private 

land, etc. 
b. Copy of TOR issued by MoEF for getting EC is not enclosed.  
c. List of Mining Lease boundary pillars co-ordinates (Latitude-Longitude) is not enclosed .  
d. NABL analysis/test report for specific gravidt/density considered for computation of R&R is not 

enclosed. 
e. Annexure-XII: Dug well logs enclosed for various well encountered in the ML area are incorrect. 

Submit the correct well logs for all the wells. 
f. Annexure-XIII: Revised Reserves & Resources calculation sheet is incorrect and not resembling 

with the actual given R&R. The same may be reviewed & submit the correctly. 
g. Feasibility report: the report should be modified in light of the above given scrutiny comments.  
h. Resolution passed for nominated owner & his photo ID not enclosed. Further, updated list of 

Board of Directors is not enclosed. 
i. Environmental Parameters monitoring/analysis reports, maximum photographs of dug wells in 

ML area, revenue records of ML areas, etc. not enclosed. 
j. Copy of security amount deposited while ML execution is not enclosed. 

 

 

****** 
 
 


